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Remington’s First Revolvers ...................................... #Book-RFR
The Remington Beals .31 caliber revolvers

by Charles Schif 
In 1856, Remington introduced their first revolver. Designed by 

Fordyce Beals, these pocket-sized innovators began this famous  
company’s long and successful run of percussion and cartridge 
handguns. The Beals pocket revolvers were made in three distinc-
tive models, all of which are covered fully in this book. Now, for the 
first time, readers have a collector’s guide to these important and  
intriguing pistols, which have been little understood in the past.  
Illustrated in full color from the authors world class collection. Hard 
cover 110 pages 8-1/2 by 11 format. 
#Book-RFR Remington’s First Revolvers only $49.00

A Study of Remington’s Smoot Patent & Number Four Revolvers 
by Roy Marcot .....................................................#Book-SRSPNFR

A pictorial essay on Remington’s early metallic cartridge era pocket 
revolvers: their design, development, patents, models, and variations. 
The life of inventor W. S. Smoot is told for the first time ever.

Soft cover, 6 x 9” format,120 pages of illustrations and color plates. 
#BOOK-SRSPNFR  Remington Smoot Revolvers only $15.99

The Military Remington Rolling Block Rifle .........#Book-MRRBR
by George Layman

Includes newly discovered information and photographs of rare 
military rolling blocks. Additionally, the  inclusion of a recently uncovered 
shipment chart of Remington  military rolling block rifles and carbines 
from 1888 to 1921 is listed. Soft cover, with 148 pages.
#Book-MRRBR Military Rolling Block Rifle only $19.99

Remington Army and Navy Revolvers, 1861 - 1888 
by Donald L. Ware ....................................................#BOOK-RANR

Donald devoted 25 years of research in the Ordnace Department 
archives, the Remington factory records and Army and Navy records 
to assemble this detailed examintion of the development and evolution 
of Remington revolvers from the beginning of the Civil War through 
the end of the Indian Wars. Hard cover 434 pages 8-1/2 by 11 format.
#BOOK-RANR Remington Army and Navy Revolvers only $55.99

Remington Rolling Block Military Rifles of the World
by George Layman ............................................ #Book-RRB-MRW
 An identification guide to the military rolling blocks of the U.S., 
Europe, Egypt, Africa, the Mid-East, Caribbean and Far East. Shows 
the markings and features that turn “just another rolling block” into a 
collector’s prize. Includes 672 detailed photographs. 139 pages, hard 
cover, black & white photos.
#Book-RRB-MRW Rem. Rolling Block Military Rifles only $35.99

Remington Rolling Block Rifles ....................... #Book-RRBR-C-S
Carbines & Shotguns, Sporting & Target Rifles

 by Roy Marcot
 This large hardcover book is filled with excellent full color photos 
detailing the many different models of Remington Rolling Block Rifles 
and options. Over 300 pages.
#Book-RRBR-C-S Rem. Rolling Block Rifles only $92.99

Remington Double Deringer ....................................... #Book-RDD
by D. Drummond, R. Johnson, J. Williams Jr. and J. Barnard

An informative reference to Dr. William H. Elliot’s famous pistol.  
Hardcover 8-1/2 by 11”, 207 pages, black and white with 21 pages 
of full color.
#Book-RDD Remington Double Deringer only $69.99

The Military Remington Rolling Block Rifle .........#Book-MRRBR
by George Layman

Includes newly discovered information and photographs of rare 
military rolling blocks. Additionally, the  inclusion of a recently uncovered 
shipment chart of Remington  military rolling block rifles and carbines 
from 1888 to 1921 is listed. Soft cover, with 148 pages.
#Book-MRRBR Military Rolling Block Rifle only $19.99

Remington Rolling Block Firearms ..........................#Book-RRBF
by Konrad F. Schreier, Jr.

Complete coverage, from the 1866 “New Model” through the 1901 
Target pistol. Illustrated with reproductions of original ads, price lists 
and  photographs of collectable rolling block rifles and pistols. Soft 
cover, with 60 pages. 
#Book-RRBF Remington Rolling Block only $ 6.99

An antique Remington rolling block rifle
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